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The Erasmus + project “THE FUTURE IS OUR JEWEL”, is a multidis-
ciplinary project that has a three year duration, and brings together 
six European schools, associated around a common formation in 
the creation of jewellery, but whose cultural, patrimonial and pro-
fessional diversity is multiple. These diversities become resources of 
common wealth, spaces of learning and opportunities, in order to 
obtain through a multidisciplinary training (researching, comparing, 
innovating, designing and manufacturing jewellery) good person-
al and professional projects of our respective students of jewellery, 
target group thereof. Thus, the guidelines sought by the project are 
well defined: RESEARCH, CREATION, REALIZATION and DIFFUSION 
of the project.

The fundamental objective is to promote Sustainable Jewellery, a 
concept with which we intend to raise awareness and inform all 
participants of the bad practices that are committed in the jewellery 
industry, both environmental and social ethics, encouraging solu-
tions for the implementation of new, more sustainable work models 
that offer an ethical and a fair jewel prepared for the future and the 
demand of an industry that is more aware and related to the eco-
logical trend For this we rely on the following priorities:

1. The jewellery student must receive the most important profes-
sional and civic training for the future work. One of the primary 
objectives of the Erasmus + program is to improve employability and 

address broader European social issues, including the strengthening 
of social cohesion.

2. The project aims to raise awareness of the use of sustainability 
as the jewellery’s own value, thus indicating the economic repercus-
sions that this bet could have on the industry. We will also work on 
the concept of ecodesign in depth.

3. Social inclusion among the partner schools and students from 
the different European countries involved and especially the most 
disadvantaged.

In our project we also rely on four fundamental pillars: Equality, Sus-
tainability, Union and Tolerance. And we wanted to combine the 
four elements (Water, Air, Fire and Earth) where the purest materials 
for jewellry are obtained, relating them to the concept of Time, not 
only because the four elements are past, present and future as the 
three phases of the project but also because we link them with the 
four pillars described above.
 
The project also aims to raise awareness about the importance of 
the European cultural heritage of jewellery through activities that 
support the development of skills, social inclusion, critical thinking 
and the participation of young people, depending on the concrete 
and direct results and other more intangible ones.

THE FUTURE IS OUR JEWEL
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Concrete results:

a) With three annual traveling exhibitions. Each exhibition will be 
made with an interval of one year beginning in January and with a 
common theme for all schools and their participants: Water the first 
year, using old techniques and material for the realization of jew-
ellery. Air the second, with current techniques and materials, and 
Earth/Fire the third, using new techniques and materials.

b) Publication in the press, both with the help of students and the 
media, publishing and promoting each exhibition invisible spaces.

c) Preparation and publication of an annual catalog that will reflect 
the jewels made by each selected student, the present being the 
first to be made.

Intangible results (which basically result in our students):

a) Awareness of the need to use sustainable materials, to make 
good jewellery, increasing rejection of unhealthy and corrosive ma-
terials, sensitizing them about this problem and increasing their crit-
ical thinking.

b) Greater creativity, getting students to acquire innovative skills, 
using not only traditional materials, but fostering creativity with 

contemporary practices such as digital design and new materials, 
through formulas approved by all partners.

c) Motivate more schools to increase the number of their students, 
thanks to new and more practical methods that draw their atten-
tion, winning a reconciliation against the rejection of many of the 
students to obsolete programs.

d) Feelings of tolerance among students, making students from oth-
er centers aware of the same concerns, eliminating gestures such as 
racism, xenophobia, classism or rejection and spreading the values 
of democracy and a civic society.

e) Introduce new paths and ways to make “Jewellery”, awakening 
interests such as sustainable jewellery, ethnic, renewable materials, 
ecology, ethical sociology, etc. 

f) Investigate new educational models, more in line with the profile 
of current students, new didactic materials, new educational tools, 
thanks to a multidisciplinary dynamic.

g) Creation of a database, carried out collectively with all project 
partners.
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h) Participatory activities and creation of new educational materials 
within the project, carried out through common work among all.

i) Motivate the students by making known the Erasmus + programs 
to make more mobilities in their personal and professional life, 
thanks to the experience of the project, making the students feel 
more secure to open up when making new experiences outside 
their educational center and your country, gaining in knowledge 
and experience.

j) Achieving through the project a union and strengthening of con-
tacts between the different schools and between public and pri-
vate institutions related to the project, promoting quality European 
training at all levels and the need to create new common projects.

k) Involve the families of the students and the citizens to give great-
er visibility to the project and to raise awareness about the impor-
tance of the project’s approach and objectives

l) To unite ties between schools and companies, for an even more 
complete training of our students.   
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INTRODUCTION

The traveling exhibitions of the project are 
carried out with a selection of pieces from each 

school, made by the students with the main 
theme of that year. This year the main theme 

was ‘’ air’’, using current techniques paral-
lel with the traditional ones and sustainable 

materials. The traveling exhibitions have started 
in Valenza, and then they have continued in Ma-

drid, Porto,  Volos, Thessaloniki and London.
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FOR.AL Valenza Italy

The objects created for the second itinerant exhibition of the 
project “the future is our jewel” are the result of a research 
of the “PRESENT” time. The students analyzed and experi-
mented with materials and techniques used in the contem-
porary goldsmith sector, making jewels with printers 3d that 
use new materials such as PLA (bioplastic). Particular atten-
tion has been paid to the use of eco-sustainable materials.
The AIR theme inspired the design phase, of formal research. 
Thanks to its movement not visible but translated into sym-
bols, objects were created with vortices, spirals, curls.
Clouds, balloons, paper airplanes floating in the air, flocks of 
birds in flight, wings were made of metal: using the tunnel-
ing technique, the students transmitted lightness and trans-
parency. The colors and transparencies were rendered using 
plastic and PLA. Discovering new techniques and experiment-
ing them through workshops in partner schools is certainly 
one of the most important characteristics of the Erasmus 
project. Last year during the first mobility in Madrid a silicone 
rubber of a particular shaped nose was made. This was used 
for making the wax and the nose was cast in brass. Finished 
and completed with an drilled openwork border, it turned 
into a brooch, which was exhibited with great satisfaction in 
the traveling exhibition
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Sabrina Gualco
Brooch Swallow

Nickel Silver

Desy  Bushati 
Ring Fly Fly
Nickel Silver
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Manuel Gradinariu
Golden Wings

Earrings
Brass

Alessia Mancuso
Balloons

Ring
Pla (Bioplastic)
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Strugu Alex
Spring Air
Pendant

Cubic Zirconia

Halit Cuku
Air

Bracelet
Brass , Nickel Silver
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Mariagrazia Pollini
Breathing Sky

Bracelet
Nickel Silver

Clarissa Messina & Maximiliano Rosales
Breath
Brooch
Brass
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Chantal  Bizzarri
Flying Leaves

Ring
Nickel Silver, Peridot

Renato Fontanella
The Flight

Ring
Nickel Silver, Brass, Copper
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Veronica Mussini
Tornado
Pendant

Nickel Silver, Brass

Giulia Fleres
Dragonfly

Brooch
Nickel Silver
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Silvia Nocera
Free Fly
Brooch

Nickel Silver

Arbi Tosku
Whirlpools

Ring
Nickel Silver
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Rabije Sadiki
Air Freshness

Brooch
Nickel Silver

Ginevra Baratti & Rexhina Proshka
Invisible

Collar
Nickel Silver, Plastic
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Chiara Benetello
Origami
Collier

Nickel Silver, Pla (Bioplastic)

Alex Fogo
Wind

Pendant
Nickel Silver, Brass
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ESCUELA DE ARTE 3 
Madrid, Spain
Fol lowing the guidel ines of the Erasmus + project 
“The future is  our Jewel”,  for  the travel ing exhi-
bit ion of this  second year,  we have worked with 
the concept of “Air” as a base,  apply ing mater ia ls 
and techniques current ly  used. In this  way our stu-
dents have achieved very current jewelry des igns, 
creat ing surfaces and textures for each piece,  and 
combining the colors of the mater ia ls  (s i lver,  a l -
paca,  brass,  copper,  g lass,  ceramics,  f i re enamels, 
rubber eva,  rubber ,  text i le  mater ia ls ,  wood, nat-
ural  p igments)  with the procedures of model ing, 
3D model ing,  molding, cast ing,  welding, and other 
re lated techniques commonly used in jewelry,  unt i l 
arr iv ing at the f in ishes of the pieces by means of 
skat ing and oxidat ion procedures.
The jewels  have been made again among the stu-
dents of 2nd year of the three tra in ing cyc les that 
are taught in our school  ( Jewelry,  S i lverware and 
Enamels on f i re on metals ) .  After  i ts  complet ion, 
a se lect ion of 18 jewels  has been made, which are 
those presented by the School  of  Art 3 for this 
exhibit ion.

t r a v e l l i n g  j e w e r l y  e x h i b i t i o n
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Violeta Lucen
“Inflable”
Broche

Polymethacrylate And Brass,
Gold Plated

Carolina Gonzalez
Molecules

Double Needle Clasp Broche
Sheet Brass Wire, Silver Plated, 
25 Crystal Pearls In Blue Tones
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Victoria Gomez Carreno
Bubble

Nickel Silver And Resin

Kaberi Rodrigo Font
Breeze
Brooch

Brass And Eva Rubber
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Calixto Sánchez
Brooch And Container

Brass

Yone Aizcorbe Marcos
Eolo

Brooch
Brass, Silk Cloth, Wood
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Eva Maria Cabrero Risquez
Under My Wings

Brooches
Brass

Karine Gabrielyan
Tornado
Pendant

Brass
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Daniel Enrique Policani
Moulin Of Win

Broche
Enamelled, Copper, Brass

Marta Armas
Pneumaticity I

Pendant
Silver, Oxidized Silver And Rubber String
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Angélica Carrera Garcia
Eolia

Brooch
Sheet And Thread Brass, Coper, Amber And Lace.

Silver And Rose Gold Plated

Marta Arsenal Muñoz
Aerial View

Brooch
Brass
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Olalla Fernandez
Brooch

Iron, copper, brass

Irene Sainz De Cueto Mucientes
Airless Pink Balloon 

Brooch
Copper, Enamel, Steel, Nylon And Globe Fragments
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Andrea Clemente Trigueros
Erodere
Brooch

Brass & Biodegradable Thermoplastic In 2 Colours (Pla)

Aki Belén Mori
Smog Ring

Ring
Brass And Copper
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Ana Vivar Casal
Molinillos
Earrings

Brass, Alpaca And Silicone

Lucía Lorenzo Piriz
Kyomei Suru

Broοch
Brass
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GRÉCIA_TESSALÓNICA_MOKUMÉ
GRÉCIA_VOLOS_KEKPA - DIEK
ESPANHA_MADRID_ESCUELA DE ARTE 3
REINO UNIDO_LONDRES_BRITISH ACADEMY OF JEWELLERY BAJ
PORTUGAL_PORTO_ESCOLA ARTÍSTICA SOARES DOS REIS
ITÁLIA_VALENZA_SCUOLA ORAFA VINCENZO MELCHIORRE_FOR.AL

EXPOSIÇÃO
ITINERANTE ERASMUS+
6 MAR - 13 ABR 2020

“THE FUTURE IS OUR JEWEL”

CASA MUSEU MARTA
ORTIGÃO SAMPAIO
INAUGURAÇÃO 6 DE MARÇO_18:00H

ESCOLA ARTISTICA
SOARES DOS REIS
Porto, Portugal

“The Erasmus project +”The Future is our jewel” through 
which we raise awareness and promote a sustainable 
jewelry, is in the second year of its development with the 
“Air” subtheme - (one of the four elements of nature). This 
project embraces the didactics of teaching essential skills, 
knowledge and technique to consolidate the learning and 
improve the future work of the students of the develop-
ment/specialization area of the 11th and 12th form of 
EASR’s  Artistic Production and Product Design Courses.”
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Inês Teixeira
Still Life
Pendant

Brass Wire, And Acrylic

Marta Martins
Pendant

Brass With Silver Bath, Resign And Felt
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Renata Remelgado
In The Taste Of The Wind

Pendant
Brass With Silver Bath

Ricardo Silva 
Suavaleón
Pendant

Brass With Silver Bath
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Silvia Lemos 
Alquicata-Ar

Pendant
Brass With Silver Bath

Tifania Bongo
Tornado
Pendant

Brass,Resin And Siren
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Tomas Almeida
Mirror

Pendant
Brass Oxidized And Acrylic

 Beatriz Araujo
Decorar

Ring
Brass Wire
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Daniela Amaral
Calabrio
Earrings

Brass Wire

Inês Basto
Edible Lightness

Earrings
Isomalt And Brass
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Matilde Silva
The Sound Of The Air

2 Rings
Brass Wire

Ester Fernandes
Skight

Pendant
Acrylic And Brass
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Catarina Filipe
 Wind Tower

Pendant
Acrylic And Brass Wire

 Catarina Brandão
Contenção Do Ar

Pendant
Cooper And Wood
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 Margarida Sardo
Gravity

Pendant
resin, brass and two brown pearls
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V.T.I OF MUNICIPALITY OF VOLOS, 
KEKPA-DIEK, Greece

Considering the theme for the second European Travelling 
Exhibition of the Erasmus+ project ‘’the Future is our Jewel’’, 
which was ‘’the air’’ in relation with the ‘’present’’ our stu-
dents made a research and experiments with contemporary 
Jewellery techniques and materials with their teachers of His-
tory of Arts, in Design and in Jewelry workshop.
The Aeolian harp, ‘meltemi’ a type of wind, Ikaros winds, 
windmills, clouds, tornados, playing with air that bending 
branches were the inspiration for ‘Fan’tastic jewels!
So they used materials like Plexiglas, Titanium, Epoxy resins, 
Ceramic, Cotton, Plastic and stones parallel with the aware-
ness and promotion of sustainable jewellery, which is the 
main objective of the project!  
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Pitsiava Damiani
ALIVE TORNADO

Ring
Titanium, silver

Vasilaki Areti
“FAN”TASTIC

Ring
Plexi glass, silver
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Margaritopoulou Vasiliki
Aeolian Harp

Pendant
Silver, Titanium, Steel Rope

Marilena Mareti 
My Childhood

Earrings
Titanium, Silver, Plastic
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Micheli Eleni
Windmill

Ring
Oxidized Silver, Silver

Moschovou Evangelia
Meltemi
Pendant

Titanium, Silver, Plexi Glass, Cotton Tissue.
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Giotaki  Mary 
Playing On Air

Necklace
Silver Oxidized Copper, Ceramic Elements

Giotaki Mary
Wings

Earrings
Copper, Silver
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Symiakaki Sofia
Ikaros Wings

Bracelet
Copper,Silver

Symiakaki Sophia
Bending Branches

Ring
Silver
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Tsiviki Konstantina
Layers

Pendant
Bronze, Agate

Tsiviki Konstantina
Blow

Bronze, Aventurine
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Mousiou Vasiliki
Above The Clouds

Pendant
Titanium,Silver,Labradorite  
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MOKUME
Thessaloniki, Greece

The framework for designing and manufacturing the jewels 
for the 2nd Travelling Exhibition of the Erasmus+ project ́ ΄The 
Future is our Jewel΄΄ was the theme of ΄΄air΄΄ and the use of 
contemporary techniques.

Our students used, for their jewels, techniques that are used 
at our country’s workshops as
Casting, repoussee, married metals, engraving and niello, 
mesh wire and filigree.  

The bag of Aeolus, the wind and the windmill, the breath, 
the sky and the galaxy, the birds’ swarm, the windy thoughts 
were the inspiration for the design and the making of the 
jewels for the Travelling Exhibition 2019-2020.
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Eleni  Papadopoulou
Bag of Aeolus

Pendant
Silver and leather

Fenia  Godosidou
Calder’s breath

Ring
Silver and cooper
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Nefeli  Pougaridou
Blowing In The Wind

Silver Necklace

Mina  Markaki
Windswept

Brooch
Silver With A Tourmaline
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 Ina Sarri
Blinking in the wind

Earrings
Silver earrings with fishing line

 Kiriaki  Tarala
Bird’s swarm

Pendant
Silver
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Ioanna  Vougiouka
Windmill box

Silver box

Smaragda  Papadopoulou
Windy thoughts

Silver brooch
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Ioanna  Savvidou
Milky way galaxy

Silver plate in frame

Iordanis  Kioleidis
Under wind’s blowing

Silver box
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BRITISH ACADEMY OF 
JEWELLERY
London, United Kingdom

For the second year of the Future is our Jewel, our 
students focused on the topics: air and the present; 
the pivotal themes for the second year of the proj-
ect. 
While exploring contemporary jewellery, our stu-
dents posed questions around the social and en-
vironmental implications of pollution and climate 
change, and how it affects our world’s air quality.
Our aim was to heighten awareness of these issues 
and equip students with the skills to express their 
findings through design and making. 
This year is a link between the first and the third year 
of the project. In the present we maintain techniques 
and materials from the world’s jewellery heritage but 
at the same time, include modifications and techno-
logical advances of the future. Our students worked 
with both traditional and contemporary techniques, 
from the UK and around the world to highlight the 
internationality of the project. 
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Agata Karwoska
ring

Silver and Sky blue topaz 

Omar Amnsor
ring

Silver and blue topaz
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Belinda Mary Hale
Ring

Silver, prehnite 

Bradley Colloff
ring

Carved bone
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Caroline Burke
Hair Twist

Resin

Jack Jefferson
ring

Silver and Rodium plating
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Eleanor Jackson 
Suffocatur Naturae (Suffocating Nature)

Pressed Flowers, Brass And Resin

Eva Maskoliunaite
Ring

Silver, Amethyst
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Hanifah Allen
Brooch

Polymer Clay, Plastic

Heather Blake
Pollen Reliquary and Fibonacci  Rosary
Silver, Rock Crystal, Glass and lily pollen
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Jackson Bartlett
Insufflation
Necklace

Copper, Twine, Brass

Inti Yeung
Seeing but not seeing

bangle 
Copper, Resin
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Michelle Bourke
Wind Goddess

pendant
With brass wire, Resin, Sterling silver

Megan Evans
Inhale Exhale

Pendant
Bronze
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Cassandra Maria Iosub
Pendant

Silver, Rose Gold

Donatella Cipro
Earrings

Silver, Pearl
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Chloe Leslie
Concrete Forest

Silver, Concrete And Pyrite

Dorottya Viktoria Feher
Wind Goddess
Silver, Zircon
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Petra Otenslegrova
“Weatherbat”

Earrings
Sterling, Fine Silver, Garnet
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FOR. AL
valenza@foral.org
tel. +39 0131 952743

CHANTAL BIZZARRI 
(chantal.b0705@gmail.com)
RENATO FONTANELLA
(renato.fontanella@gmail.com)
ARBI TOSKU
(arbitosku20@gmail.com)
ALESSIA MANCUSO
(alessia.mancuso@gmail.com)
HALIT CUKU
(cukuhalit@gmail.com)
GIULIA FLERES
(giuliafleres76@gmail.com)
GINEVRA BARATTI 
(ginevrabaratti@gmail.com)
REXHINA PROSHKA
(rexhinaproshka1@gmail.com)
CLARISSA MESSINA
(valenza@foral.org)
VERONICA MUSSINI
(Veronicamussini04@gmail.com)

SADIKI RABIJE
(rabijesadiki03@gmail.com )
DESY  BUSHATI 
(desybushaty@gmail.com)
CHIARA BENETELLO
(chiarabenetello04@gmail.com)
POLLINI MARIAGRAZIA
(mariagraziapollini03@gmail.com)
MANUEL GRADINARIU
(Mmanuelgradinariu04@gmail.com)
ALEX FOGO
(fogoalex51@gmail.com)
SILVIA NOCERA
(nocerasilvia03@gmail.com)
MAXIMILIANO ROSALES
(fer.herosales12@gmail.com)
SABRINA GUALCO
(sabrygualco@mail.com)
STRUGU ALEX
(alexstrugu@gmail.com)
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ARTE 3 MADRID
http://arte3.es/
escuela3@escueladearte3.es
Tel.: 91 365 48 34

DANIEL ENRIQUE POLICANI
(danielpolicani@yahoo.com)
ANGELICA CARRERA GARCIA
(angi.carrera13@gmail.com)
ANDREA CLEMENTE TRIGUEROS
(andrea.clemente.trigueros@gmail.com)
CAROLINA GONZALEZ LAGUNA
(carolinacarol201119@gmail.com)
LUCIA LORENZO PIRIZ
(lucia.lorenzo.piriz@hotmail.com)
VIOLETA LUCENA
(violeta.ele@gmail.com)
CALIXTO SANCHEZ FERNANDEZ
(carbonocreativo@gmail.com)
KARINE GABRIELYAN
(carinagab@gmail.com)
MARTA ARMAS
(m_armas_romero@hotmail.com)

IRENE SAINZ DE CUETO MUCIENTES
(Nirujoyas@gmail.com)
ANA VIVAR CASAL
(anadav1971@yahoo.es)
KABERI RODRIGO FONT
(Kaberirodrigo@gmail.com)
MARTA ARSENAL MUÑOZ
(arsenal.evk@gmail.com)
YONE AIZCORBE MARCOS
(yoneaizcorbe@hotmail.com)
EVA MARIA CABRERO RISQUEZ
(escuela3@escueladearte3.es)
VICTORIA GOMEZ CARREÑO
(ninfea@hotmail.es)
AKI BELEN MORI
(Belenrivascampoamor@gmail.com )
OLALLA FERNADEZ MARTINEZ
(escuela3@escueladearte3.es)
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ESCOLA ARTISTICA SOARES 
DOS REIS
https://easr.pt/
international@essr.net
tel. +351 938 700 194

ESTER FERNANDES
(al8806@easr.pt)
INÊS TEIXEIRA
(al8323@essr.net)
BEATRIZ ARAUJO
(al8377@easr.pt)
BEATRIZ GRANJA
(al8216@essr.net)
MATILDE SILVA
(al8408@easr.pt)
CATARINA FILIPE
(al8734@easr.pt)
INÊS BASTO
(al8246@easr.pt)
CATARINA BRANDÃO
(al8956@essr.net)

MARGARIDA SARDO
(al8361@essr.net)
TIFANIA BONGO
(al8465@essr.net)
MARTA MARTINS
(al8510@essr.net)
RENATA REMELGADO
(al8878@easr.pt)
TOMAS ALMEIDA
(al8610@easr.pt)
RICARDO SILVA
(al8774@easr.pt)
SILVIA LEMOS
( al8638@easr.pt)
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KEKPA-DIEK
https://diek.gr/
info@diek.gr
tel. +30 24210 56446 

TSIVIKI KONSTANTINA
(nadietsivi@yahoo.es)
MARETI MARILENA
(marilenamaretti2018@yahoo.gr)
GIOTAKI MARY
(giotakimary@gmail.com)
SYMIAKAKI SOPHIA
(symsophia@gmail.com)
MOUSIOU VASILIKI
(vaso_mousiou@hotmail.gr)

PITSIAVA DAMIANI
(damipits@gmail.com)
MICHELI ELENI
(lianamicheli@gmail.com)
MOSCHOVOU EVA
(emosxovou@gmail.com)
VASILAKI ARETI
(vasilaki49@gmail.com)
MARGARITOPOULOU VASILIKI
(valiamarg@hotmail.com)
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MOKUME
https://www.mokume-art.gr/
the@mokume-art.gr
tel. +30 2311 243 520

FENIA GODOSIDOU
(f.godosidou@gmail.com)
MINA MARKAKI
(minamarkaki@hotmail.com)
KIRIAKI TARALA
(kik.tar@yahoo.com)
IORDANIS KIOLEIDIS
(jordankiole7@gmail.com)
INA SARRI
(ina.sarri2@gmail.com)
SMARAGDA PAPADOPOULOU
(smaragdapap8@gmail.com)
ELENI PAPADOPOULOU
(eleni27598@hotmail.com)
NEFELI POUGARIDOU
(nefpougaridou@gmail.com)

IOANNA VOUGIOUKA
(ioannavoug@gmail.com)
IOANNA SAVVIDOU
(joannasav88@gmail.com)
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BAJ
https://baj.ac.uk/
info@baj.ac.uk
tel. +44 20 7405 0197

Agata Karwoska
(Agata.karwoska83@gmail.com)
Belinda Mary Hale
(Belinda.Mary.Hale@gmail.com)
Bradley Colloff
(Bradleycolloff.jobs@gmail.com)
Caroline Burke
(Caroline8620@icloud.com)
Cassandra Maria Iosub
(cassandra.diamonds@gmail.com)
Chloé Leslie
(chloeraeleslie@gmail.com)
Donatella Cipro
(Dony.cipro@hotmail.com)
Dorottya Viktoria Feher
(f.v.dorottya94@gmail.com)

Eleanor Jackson
(Eljack1995@gmail.com)
Eva Maskoliunaite
(maskeva123@gmail.com)
Hanifah Allen
(HanifahAB@hotmail.com)
Heather Blake
(Heatherblake@hotmail.com)
Inti Yeung
(Intiyeu@gmail.com)
Jack Jefferson
(jackjefferson@hotmail.co.uk)
Jackson Bartlett
(axirute@gmail.com)
Megan Evans
(meganev27@gmail.com)
Michelle Bourke
(Khaysan@hotmail.co.uk)
Omar Amsor
(Omar.amsor@gmail.com)
Petra Otenslegrova
(petra.oten@seznam.cz)






